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Nancy Jo Sales on Dating in 'Nothing
Personal,' Her New Book
By turns humorous and heartbreaking,
the book has been described by one
reviewer as a (Jonathan) “Franzen-
esque saga meets ... “People feel very
attached to the land,” said Quade,
speaking about New ...

For Welsh dual code rugby great Jonathan
Davies it is humour and mickey taking; for
daily farmer Mike Williams it is a bond with
the land and our ... and being able to laugh
at yourself." ...
JONATHAN JANSEN | To end the mess SA is
in, we must understand what caused it
In the May 18 episode of Asked and
Answered, you were asked about punters who
won Super Bowls with the Steelers, and I was

wondering why you left Daniel Sepulveda out?
Wasn't he part of our 2008 Super ...
Latinx Files: A flamin’ hot
mess
The laughs come from Brookes’s
amusement at the ... Aggressive
conviviality … Tim Key.
Photograph: Jonathan Birch No
pandemic-era gig is complete
without Tim Key, or so it can
seem.
A Latino family's love — and dysfunction in
Kirstin Valdez Quade's 'The Five Wounds'
Lord Dyson has spent six months probing
allegations that Mr Bashir used rogue tactics to
land his Panorama scoop ... branded a
'whitewash'. Yesterday Jonathan Munro, the
BBC's deputy director ...
John Axford talks staying connected with MKE Film
and pitching (movies, that is)
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Nancy Jo Sales went viral for trashing Tinder in Vanity
Fair. Her new book, Nothing Personal, pulls the
curtain on online dating back even further.
‘The Chosen’ star Jonathan Roumie says Season 2
will blow fans away: It’s ‘next level’
Tribal President Jonathan Nez said the solar plants are
part ... in $90 million in energy transmission
payments, $13 million in land lease payments and $6
million in tax revenue for the tribe.
How To Survive in the Wild Part 2
Poland’s entry for the 2021 Academy Awards,
“Never Gonna Snow Again,” didn’t land a
nomination after ... balances beguiling whimsy
with droll laughs in weaving a kind of fairytale
spin ...
Martin Bashir quits BBC amid Princess Diana
probe
Jonathan Warburton says he was the sort of
child who ‘ran away from the school
play’. Acting? ‘Not bloody likely’. He

laughs about ... is obviously a coup to land
George Clooney, we ...
With Oscar Goodman fully on board, the Plaza
looks to its next 50 years
If you want to comprehend the dynamics that
have played out since 1994, spend time with
Wahbie Long’s new book ...
What does it mean to be Welsh in the 21st
Century? 14 answers that will inspire you
I was supposed to write about Latinx mental
health awareness this week, but then the cheet’
hit the fan. On Sunday, The Times published a
story written by business reporter Sam Dean with
the ...
Best Medicine Gala review – uplifting stream of
health consciousness
EXCLUSIVE: Jonathan Roumie is more than
eager for fans ... use their coveted Jerusalem set --
a recreation of the old holy land -- considered by
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many in the film industry as the world's greatest ...
Big Land laughs: Familiar duo have new
Labrador-based comedy web series
A new comedy web series based in North
West River features a pair that will be familiar
to fans of reality TV. The series "The Last Stop
to Nowhere?" is the creation of Leander
Baikie of "Last Stop ...
Crumbs! Bakery boss Jonathan Warburton
reveals how he won over George Clooney and
Robert De Niro to appear as co-stars in his
bread adverts - along with Sylvester Stallone ...
Instead of one major concentrated
celebration, Plaza’s 50th anniversary will be
marked through the end of the year with
various discounted stay packages and $50,000
in cash prizes that will be awarded ...
Interview: Blackberry Smoke’s Charlie Starr on

tone, bluegrass and why we should all listen to the
Rolling Stones
The Land Of Laughs Jonathan
The Land Of Laughs Jonathan
Obviously my connection and friendship with
Jonathan (Jackson, CEO of Milwaukee Film) has
continued to grow over the years, which I’m
proud to say that’s more than just a film
connection.
Asked and Answered: May 20
There is something reassuring about seeing
Charlie Starr’s face pop up over a scratchy
Zoom connection. It’s like a scene from a
bygone era. Sure, the technology brokering the
conversation is 21st ...
‘Never Gonna Snow Again’ Trailer: An
Enigmatic Healer Casts a Spell in This Polish
Fairytale
S2: This is Jonathan Franklin. He’s a journalist
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who ... the outboard motor to the top of their box
so the birds would land on the Styrofoam cup on
this pole. And for the first five minutes ...
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